
Thank you very much for purchasing one 
of my patterns!! 

I really hope you will enjoy making this project. I did my best to describe 
the instructions and include as many photos as possible. If you still find 
any part of the pattern unclear or would like an advise, please contact 
me on info@oliven.co.uk 

I’d really love to see your version of the Cross in Cathedral window 
technique, so if you’d like to share it and inspire others, please post your 
photo on our Facebook page or email it to me: www.facebook.com/
olivenpatchwork 

If you’d like to see my new projects and find out about new patterns and 
free tutorials you can follow my blog:  
www.journeywitholiven.com 

For more patterns, my textile art and quilts for sale visit my Etsy shop 
www.etsy.com/uk/shop/OliVenTextiles 

Designer Vendulka BATTAIS  
From www.oliven.co.uk 

  

Please use this pattern to make the item for yourself, your 
loved ones or for sale on craft sales, Etsy etc.  

Please do not copy, publish, sell, redistribute or alter the 
pattern in any way.  

If you would like to recommend these instructions or share 
your creations, please mention my name and link to my 

website www.oliven.co.uk.   
Thank you for your understanding. 

These photos and instructions are copy right  
Vendulka Battais at OliVen. 

mailto:info@oliven.co.uk
http://www.facebook.com/olivenpatchwork
http://www.journeywitholiven.wordpress.com/
http://www.etsy.com/uk/shop/OliVenTextiles
http://www.oliven.co.uk/
http://www.olliven.co.uk/


Cathedral Window Cross 
by Vendulka Battais 

Size: 37 ½” x 30”/ 95 x 76 cm 
Cushion 16” / 40cm square  



CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS: 

CUSHION:  
Background fabric: 2 ½” square – 16x 
Outer window: 4 ½” squares – 5x 
Inner window: 2 ½” square – 5x 
First skinny border: ⅞” x 9” strip – four times 
Second skinny border: ⅞” x 9 ½” strip – four times 
Border: 3 ½” x 9 ½” strips – 2x 
Border: 3 ½” x 16” strips – 2x 
Back: 16” x 10” rectangles – 2x 
Binding 1 ¼” x 70” long strip 

CROSS WALL HANGING:  
Background fabric: 2 ½” square – 96x 
                                   8 ½” square - 2x 
                                   8 ½” x 16 ½” rectangle - 2x 
Outer window: 4 ½” squares – 30x 
Inner window: 2 ½” square – 30x 
First skinny border: ⅞” x 32” strip – 2x 
                                ⅞” x 24 ½” strip - 2x 
Second skinny border: ⅞” x 32” strip – 2x 
                                       ⅞” x 24 ½” strip - 2x 
Border: 3 ½” x 32 ½” strips – 2x 
             3 ½” x 30 ½” strips – 2x 
Backing: 34” x 42” 
Wadding: 34” x 42” 
Binding 1 ¼” x 140” long strip (joined) 
  

REQUIREMENTS: 
Cushion: 
3 contrasting fat quarters – background,  
outer window and inner window 
Small pieces of wadding for the windows 
Fat quarter for the back of the cushion 
16½” cushion filler 

Cross wall hanging:  
Background fabric (brown) - 40” / 1m 
Outer window fabric (green) - 25” / 65cm 
Inner window and border (floral) 25” / 65 cm  
Backing: 34” x 42” 
Wadding: 34” x 42” 

TIP: When deciding about 
fabrics to use, I recommend 
to start with a multicoloured 
fabric, which will be used to 
fill the windows and works 
very well as a border as well. 
Once you settled on this  
fabric, pick one lighter 
colour and one darker 
colour and find plain-ish 
fabrics in these colours. You 
will then use one of them for 
the background and the 
other one for the outlines of 
the windows. 

Background fabric 
Brown

Outer window fabric 
Green

Inner window fabric 
Floral print 



SEWING INSTRUCTIONS: 
Making  BASE UNITS: 
1.Take the first 2 ½”  square of background fabric and place it right side up in front of 
you. Fold 4 ½” square of outer window fabric in half, wrong sides together, and 
place onto the square, matching bottom right corners. (FIG 1) Place second 
background square right side down on the top, matching the bottom right corner 
(FIG 2). Pin together and sew.  

2 .   Repeat the process with the other end of the outer window square. This time 
line up all the bottom left corners. (FIG 3) 

Fig 1 Fig 2

Fig 3

3. Finger press the seams open, now your outer window fabric creates a pocket (FIG 
4), open this pocket and line up the open seam and pin together.  

4. Flatten the outer window fabric and align with the background fabric (FIG 5), the 
fold of the outer window fabric should reach ¼” away from the edges of the 
background fabric.  

5. Pin in place, repeat the process with the other side (FIG 6) and sew across. 

Fig 4

Fig 6
Fig 5



6. Press the seams open, make four 
BASE UNITS for the cushion and/or 
24 for the cross.

7. Take one outer window square and fold it in half, wrong sides together.  
8. Choose one side of your BASE UNIT and align the fold of the outer window 

square on the middle seam (FIG 8), hold in position with pin.  
9. Place another BASE UNIT on the top of this sandwich. You now have to align the 

tips of the outer window square on each BASE UNIT. You can help yourself by 
putting a pin through the tips for easier alignment (FIG 9) 

10. Sew only about an inch across this tricky part (FIG 10);  open to see if you 
created nice centre (FIG 11). If some points are off, you have now only one inch 
to unpick and try again. If you like the look of the centre, sew together along 
the whole side. 

Fig 7

Fig 11

Fig 8

Fig 10

Fig 9



11. Take another BASE UNIT, place it on the table and align the loose end of the outer 
window from the previous step on the middle seam (FIG 12), hold in position with pin. 
Place another BASE UNIT on the top of it and repeat steps 9 and 10 to join this 
sandwich together.  

12. When you flatten everything it should look like FIG 13.

13. Fold the block in half - the middle window should create a pocket (FIG 14); finger 
press all the seams open.  

14. Work from the middle out – first pin the seams in the middle of the “pocket”. Then 
flatten the middle outer window (pocket) towards the left seam and  line up the fold 
of the outer window square with the tip of the finished window (FIG 15) and line up 
the edges. Repeat on the right side. You will need 5 pins to hold each  important part 
together (FIG 16). Take the pins out at the very last moment before you sew over 
them.   

15. Your central panel is finished (FIG 17 front and back of the block) - you will need one 
for the cushion and/or 6 for the cross. 

Fig 16

Fig 14

Fig 17

Fig 12 Fig 13

Fig 15



CUSHION: 
If you are making the cushion, skip to the part 
about adding borders.  
CROSS HANGING: 
For the cross hanging you will need to spread 
your six blocks together with the large 
background squares and rectangles.  
First join the bottom two blocks and add the 
rectangles to each side for the bottom section.  
Next make a row of three blocks for the middle 
section and last add background squares to 
each side of the block for the top section.  
Join the sections together to create the central 
panel.  
In an ideal world the blocks should all be the 
same size, but we are all human, so once you join 
all the blocks together, trim the edges to make 
sure the sides are straight. You can trim down the 
plain background squares, be careful trimming 
the blocks so that you don’t go too close to the 
tips of the windows. (FIG 19)  

Don’t be tempted to finish your windows with 
wadding and inner fabric, you will still be sewing 
and pressing the borders and the windows would 
loose their puffiness, so finish these as your very 
last stage. 

Adding BORDERS: 
Take two of the first skinny border strips and add them 
to the top and bottom, press and add the other two to 
the left and right side, press. Take your second Skinny 
border  strip and pin it to the top. Flip the piece upside 
down to have the skinny border strip underneath and 
sew keeping the LEFT side of your foot aligned with the 
previous seam and keep the same distance all the way 
(FIG 20); this way you will ensure the final skinny border 
will be the same width all the way. Repeat the process 
on the bottom, press them and do the same with left 
and right side. Trim again to the 5/8” and add final 
border in the same way.  
TIP: You can have two skinny borders or just one that’s 
up to you, either way they look really good. 

Fig 20

Fig 18

Fig 19



Fig 21

Fig 22

CUSHION: 
Once the window are “closed” by hand you can add wadding to the back and 
quilt your cushion but you don’t have to, it will look very nice even without any 
quilting.  
BACK OF THE CUSHION: 
1.Cut the backing pieces to the required size; fold ¼” twice on one longer edge 
and topstitch in place to neaten up the edge.  
2.Place the front of the cushion RIGHT SIDE UP on your table, place the two backing 
pieces right side down overlapping them with the neatened up edges.  
3.Pin together, sew all around and turn through the hole between the neatened 
edges.  
OPTIONAL FINISH USING BINDING: 
I prefer to use single binding on the cushion as it gives more strength to the corners 
and holds them up.  
1.Prepare your backing pieces the same way – previous step 1.  
2.Place the cushion top RIGHT SIDE DOWN on your table, place the two backing 
pieces RIGHT SIDE UP overlapping them with the neatened up edges.  
3.Pin in place and add binding cut out of your leftovers 1 ¼” wide as long as the 
perimeter of the cushion plus little extra. 

CROSS WALL HANGING: 
Once the window are “closed” by hand add wadding and backing, baste your 
favourite method and quilt as desired.  
Attach binding and hanging sleeve.  

For free tutorial on binding and hanging sleeve please visit 
www.journeywitholiven.com and look for tutorials.  

Finishing the WINDOWS: 
Once all the sewing and pressing has been done, 
but before adding backing, you can finish the 
windows. 
Take the 2 ½” square you would like to use for the 
inside of the window and cut the edges into a 
curve  - start and finish the curve ¼” from the corner 
(FIG 21) Place this Inner window square onto the 
outer window squares; fold the edge of the outer 
window square in and pin in position, repeat on the 
other three sides (FIG 22). Take the same coloured 
thread as your outer window fabric, and hand stitch 
with blind stitch into place.  
Optional:  
You can add 2” square of wadding underneath the 
inner window square for a puffier look. 

http://www.journeywitholiven.com
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